Detailed Notice Inviting BID from prospective bidders
(Domestic Competitive Bidding)
For
DISPOSAL OF OBSOLETE ITEMS / VEHICLES UNDER WORKSHOP OF KOPILI HYDRO ELECTRIC PLANT, NEEPCO LTD, UMRANGSO, ASSAM.

North Eastern Electric Power Corporation Ltd, (NEEPCO), a public Sector Enterprise under the Ministry of Power, Government of India, invites sealed bid with minimum 120 (one hundred twenty) days validity from the reputed experienced contractor under the single Stage Two-Envelope bidding system through Domestic Competitive Bidding (DCB) route for awarding the contract of Disposal of obsolete items/vehicles under Workshop wing of Kopili Hydro Electric Plant, NEEPCO Ltd, Umrongso, Dima Hasao, Assam on 'as is where is basis'.
Detailed Notice inviting Tender, including qualifying criteria, technical requirement, commercial terms & condition and all current information regarding this tender may be viewed and downloaded w.e.f 12 hrs of 15.07.2020 only from corporation website: www.neepco.ac.in or the e- tendering portal at https://etenders.gov.in Any subsequent changes/ modification to this tender shall be uploaded on these website only.

Memo No. NEEPCO/ KHEP/ C&P(E)/ W-10/-2020-21/ Dtd. 13.07.2020

1. The HOP, KHEP, Umrongso for favour of kind information please.
2. The GM, (IT). NEEPCO Ltd., Shillong with a request to upload the detail NIT and tender documents (copy enclosed) in the NEEPCO Website.
3. The 0/o GM, (E). NEEPCO Ltd. KHEP for information & necessary action please.
4. The DGM (F&A), KHEP, Umrongso for information please.
5. The Sr. Manager (C), Vigilance Wing, KHEP for information.
6. The Manager (E), Utility, KHEP for information & necessary action.
7. Tender File (W-10) for record.